Weeks 38–41

General information

Work area Building 10
- Installation of facade closest to existing Ångström.
- Roof work
- Ground work
- Interior additions to the framework

Work area Building 9, Floor 1
- Internal walls
- Installations

Work area Building 1, Workshop
- Final additions

Work area Building 1, Link to Building 10
- Additions to the framework for link between Building 1 and Building 10.
- Connection Building 10 toward Building 1.
- Installation work in existing sprinkler controls, floor K1.

Disturbances
- We try to warn about major disturbances caused by noise that we are aware of. However, it is not always possible to provide the right information about times and extent of the work. Ear plugs are available in the library. During this period, there will be noise from work in the old entrance and from work in Goods Reception, as in the previous period.

- Strong smells can occur from asphalting, laying flooring, painting and similar. Since there have been enquiries about this, we would like to assure you that the products being used are not hazardous. As long as the safety instructions for the products do not require protective respiratory equipment for those working directly with these products, we do take any extra measures to avoid smells from spreading.

- Relevant for the coming period:
  - To the same extent as previously, there can be periods of noise from work with the link between Building 10 and Building 1.
  - Odours from asphalt similar to what occurred previously when laying the roof, Building 10.

Closures, provisional arrangements
- According to the attached site plans.

Noticeable upcoming work (preliminary start times)

Construction management for NCC and Akademiska Hus